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It is well known that in Hermite interpolation [4] certain consecutive 
derivatives of the interpolating polynomial are required to agree with pre- 
scribed values at the nodes of interpolation. In 1906 G. D. Birkhoff [3] con- 
sidered most general interpolation problem where consecutive derivatives of 
the interpolation polynomial is not necessarily prescribed. Using special 
cases of Birkhoff interpolation G. Polya [9] and H. Poritsky [lo] obtained 
approximate solution to certain differential equation. Remarking on this 
paper of Birkhoff, J. Suranyi and P. Turin [ 141 mentioned that the paper is so 
general that one can not expect better formulae than those of Hermite, one 
can not even see from this paper the new feature of this general interpolation, 
viz for each n by the suitable choice of the xi’s and the indices of the prescribed 
derivatives the problem can be solvable or can have infinity of solution. On 
this account in a series of papers [l, 2, 141 TurPn and his associates have 
initiated the problem of (0, 2) interpolation when the values and second 
derivatives of the interpolatory polynomials are prescribed on the zeros of 
z&) = (1 - x’) P;-,(X), Z’n&) d eno es t the Legendre polynomial of 
degree < n - 1. On these abscissas the problem of (0, .M) interpolation when 
M > 2 is not known and seems to be difficult. But on the nodes .v~,~ = 2&7/n, 
I2 = 0, l,..., n - 1 the problem of (0, AI) case has been setteled [see [l l]]. It 
is interesting to remark that for every fixed positive odd integer M the 
corresponding polynomials of interpolation provided a new proof of 
Weierstrass approximation theorem for periodic continuous function. 
Motivated by the above remarks of P. Turin on Birkhoff interpolation, 
and our earlier result on trigonometric interpolation the object in this paper 
is to discuss the problem of (0, 1, 172) interpolation on the nodes Q,~ = 2kn/n, 
K = 0, l,..., II - 1. By (0, 1, M) interpolation we mean the problem of 
finding interpolatory polynomials of the form (2.2) or (2.3) for which the 
values, first derivative and Mth derivative are prescribed at n distinct points. 
It turns out that these interpolatory polynomials exist uniquely only when M 
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is even integer. We will prove that in this case the interpolator-y polynomials 
converge uniformly to given f(x) provided f(n) E Lip 01 0 < 01 < 1. It is 
therefore interesting to compare these results with those of 0. Kis [7] on 
(0,2) interpolation on these nodes, where he obtains convergence theorem for 
f(x) E Zygmund class (2~ periodic). For other interesting contribution on 
Lacunary interpolation we refer to Geza Freud [5], I. J. Schoenberg [13] 
and others [15, 16, 8, 12, 171. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
We are interested in the trigonometric polynomial R,(x) of suitable order 
such that 
&(Xk?J =f(Xkn), Rn’(x,m) = akn 9 @?%k,> = bk, , 
h = 0, l,..., n - 1 (2-l) 
when n is even (= 2m) we seek to obtain the trigonometric polynomial 
R,(x) of the form 
3m-1 
co + c (ci cos ix + di sin ix) + c,, cos 3mx 
i=l 
(2.2) 
but when n is odd (= 2m + 1) R,(x) has the form 
3rnfl 
co + 1 (ci cos ix + di sin ti). 
i-l 
(2.3) 
Now for the case when 112 is even integer, we shall prove the following 
THEOREM 2.1. The trigonometric polynomial R,(x) satisfring (2.1)-(2.3) 
is given by 
n-1 n-1 n-1 
&(X,f) = c f(xkn> u(x - Xkn) f 1 aknV(X - Xkn) + c bkdTx - Xkn)p 
k-0 k=O k=O 
where for n = 2m, 
IV(x) = (’ - ‘OS nx) [rM + 4 5’ CL~ cos jx + 2% cos me] , 
n i=l 
W(x) = (’ - ‘OS nx) [rM + 4 5 fxj cos jx] , 
n 
(n = 2m + 1). (2.6) 
j=l 
zvith 
,I; = [(n + j)“’ + (n - j)” - 2i”‘].-1, ; = 1 ) 2 )..,( 111. (-. 
I-(X) = G(X) + > (1 ~ cos KY) (- 1 jJtf+ 
[+I 
x /Jj sinjx. (2.8) 
i=l 
where F(x) and G(x) are fundamental polynomials of (0, 1) trigonometric 
interpolation (see Zygmund vol. II [18]) and given by 
G(s) = -& [2’i1 sinjx + sin .x] 
,=l 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
and 
/lj = ((H -j)” -j”) Btj ) yj = ((n -j) jM + j(n -j)“) aj. (2.12) 
Note that for M = 2 we get again a special case of Hermit interpolation 
formula, and the explicit form is very simple. 
THEOREM 2.2. Letf (x) be 2~ periodic continuous function with f (x) E Lip a, 
O<or<landif 
( bka i = 0 (&) , 1 ckn 1 = o (g) , 12 = 0, l,..., 71 - 1, (2.13) 
then R,(x) as defined in (2.4) converges uniformly to f (x) on the real line. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A!! and P be both (fixed) odd integer or both even integer, 
then given a positive integer R, and arbitrary numbers aLn , b,, and ckn , 
k =o, l,..., n - 1 there does not exist a unique polynomial R,(x) of the form 
(2.2) or (2.3) satisfying the conditions 
R&d = a~.., , RL”)(xa,) = b,, , RF)&) = ckn , 
2kn 
Xkn = 7 I k = 0, l,..., n - 1. (2.14) 
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3. PRELIMINARIES 
Here we shall state those results which we shall require in the proof of the 
above theorem. 
From [see Zygmund vol. II [IS]] the known results due to D. Jackson we 
have 
n-1 n-1 
go IO - %n) I = c F(" - .rlin) = 1 
h=O 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Following the arguments given in D. Jackson [6] on page 120 it follows that 
n-1 
sin (2P + ‘> (’ - Xkn) I 
c max __ k-0 IGPGm sin (x LJ 
< 4n log n, x # xix (3.3) 
2 
n-1 
c max 1 f sinj(.Y - x~:,) 1 < 4n log n, kzO IGPGm 
x # Xkn . (3.4) 
i=O 
A simple computations on using (2.7) and (2.12) shows that azi and pi 
are monotonic decreasing and non negative for j = 1, 2,..., m. Therefore 
1 
O<cYj<-- 2nM ’ 
0 -=c/lj c+j = 1,2 ,..., m. (3.5) 
Also from (2.12) we have 
yi = n[jm + (n -j)“] aj - aj(jm+l + (n -j),+l), 
=nej -fj, j = 1, 2 ,..., m. (3.6) 
Since CX~ is monotonic decreasing function of j and jm + (n -j)“’ is also 
monotonic decreasing, therefore e, and fi are monotonic decreasing function 
of j and 
IYjl G% j = 1, 2 ,..., m. (3.7) 
4. ESTIMATES OF THE FUNDAMENTAL POLYNOMIALS. 
Here we shall give the estimate of the fundamental polynomials. 
409128/3-13 
LE~IM.~ 4.1. The following estimates are valid: 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
PROOF. If .x = xjn then (4.1)-(4.3) are trivially satisfied. Now (4.1) is an 
easy consequence of monotonicity of aj , (2.5), (3.5), (3.3) and Abels inequal- 
ity. Similarly (4.2) follows from (2.8), (2.12), (3.4), (3.2), second part of (3.5) 
on using Abels inequality. Note that pj are also monotonic decreasing for 
j = 1, 2,..., m. In order to prove (4.3) we observe from (3.6) that 
Fly’ cosi(x - xkn) = n iI ‘j cosi(x - X&J - Fl fj Cos j(x _ xkn), 
(de4) 
Since ej , and fj are monotonic decreasing with respect to j for j = 1, 2,..., m 
and 0 < e, < + , 0 < fi < n/2, therefore applying Abels inequality in each 
part of the right hand side of (4.4) and (3.3) we get at once (4.3). This proves 
the lemma. 
5. APPROXIMTING POLYNOMIALS 
W’e shall require in the proof of Theorem 2.2 the following lemma 
LEMlW 5.1. If f (x) is a continuous 2~ periodic function and satisfying 
f(x) E Lip OL, 0 < (Y < 1, then there exists a trigonometric polynomial T,(x) of 
order ,( n such that 
j Tp(s) 1 = O(2-y p = 1, 2, 3,... . (5.2) 
The formula (5.1) is due to D. Jackson [6]. (5.2) can be proved on the lines of 
a corresponding lemma of Kis [7], (p. 270-271). 
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6. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREMS 
We will omit the verification of Theorem 2.1 as one can verify on the lines 
of [ll, 121. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. By Lemma 5.1 there exists a trigonometric 
polynomial T,(X) of order n which satisfies (5.1) and (5.2). By the uniqueness 
theorem we have 
n-1 
= I, + I2 + I3 say. 
By (5.1) and (4.3) we have 
1 I1 / = 0 (Z) = o(l) 
p(xkn)] W(x - q.,) 
O<ol<l 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
on using (4.2), (2.13) and (5.2) we obtain 
II2 I = O(l)* (6.3) 
Lastly on using (4.1), (5.2) and (2.13) we obtain 
I I3 I = o(l). (6.4) 
Combining (6.1)-(6.4) we obtain R,(x; f) -f(x) = o(1) which proves the 
Theorem 2.2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. Let M = 2N + 1, P = 2Q + 1 and n = 2m. 
Consider the system (2.14) in homogenous case i.e. 
R~)(r,,) = 0, k = 0, l,...) n - 1, Z=0,2N+ 1,2Q + 1. (6.5) 
Obviously we consider R,,(x) of the form 2.2. It is clear then that (6.5) is 
equivalent to 
CO $- z (cj cosjsk j dj sinjx,) + c,,,, cos 3n~v, = 0, R = 0, l,..., ?I -- I 
j=l 
3m-1 
zl (‘j sin j-G - 4 Cos jq.) j”N” = o, 
k = o, 1 ,..., II _ , 
3771-l 
‘& (cj sin j.xg - dj cos jxr) j”Q+l = 0, k = 0, 1 ,..., n - 1. 
On eliminating c, , c1 .** c,,, , dl ,... d3nl--1 we obtain a determinant of order 
3n by 372. Now this determinant will always be zero because the two rows 
corresponding to the coefficients c,, and I+*,, are identical. But this implies in 
turn that in a nonhomogenous case (2.14) the general system of equations 
does not possess a unique solution [see P. J. Davis [4] page 2 Theorem 1.221. 
This prove the theorem, for the case when M and P are both even proof is 
similar. 
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